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Abstract: Complex structural wells are widely used in the development of marine oilfield, old oilfield and low permeable
oilfield. However, poor hole cleaning is often occurred in the highly-deviated sections and horizontal sections of the
complex structural wells, which affects rate of penetration and downhole safety.
The methods to study cuttings transport can be normally divided into four types: 1) experimental observations, 2) CFD
simulations, 3) theoretical correlations and models and 4) field tests. Experimental observations and CFD simulations are
mainly used to analyze the effects of different parameters on hole cleaning and obtain some valuable data. Theoretical
models and correlations are mainly applied to calculate cuttings bed height, critical velocity and etc to provide the
guidance for the design of hydraulic parameters. The accuracy of the first three types are checked by field tests. In this
paper, the effects of flow rate, inclination, mud rheology, drillpipe rotation and other factors on hole cleaning, and some
typical correlations and models were briefly reviewed before 2000 years, and some new research findings were detailedly
addressed. In addition, CFD simulations also were introduced.
Although major improvements have been achieved in the past several decades, building a comprehensive and proven
model requires much more experimental researches, CFD simulations, in-depth theoretic studies and field tests due to the
complexity of cuttings transport under multi-factor interactions.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Complex structural wells, including extended reach well,
horizontal well, multilateral well, and etc are widely used in
the development of marine oilfield, old oilfield and low
permeable oilfield. However, poor hole cleaning is often
occurred in the highly-deviated sections and horizontal
sections of the complex structural wells, which seriously
affects rate of penetration and downhole safety. In recent
years, despite many measures taken to control hole cleaning,
the accident still happened from time to tome. For example,
in the extended reach well of Xijiang 24-A14 in the South
China Sea, hole cleaning problem led to more than one
sticking, and the drill string was jammed in 10328 feet and
11225 feet respectively [1]. The poor hole cleaning also
happened the 8 1/2 inch section of extended reach wells in
BP's Wych Farm Oilfield [1]. However, the average stuck
pipe cost per well amounted to 1.7 million dollars for each
well drilled between 1985 and 1988 [2]. For a long time,
many scholars has been studying the hole cleaning problems
of complex structural wells, and some achievements were
made. Considering some major achievements reviewed by
Pilehavri et al. [3], this paper made a brief summary of hole
cleaning before 2000 years, and the latest experimental
researches, CFD simulations, correlations and models, and
future study needs in hole cleaning were mainly addressed.
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2. EXPERIEMNTAL RESEARCH ON HOLE CLEANING
In order to analyze the effect of different parameters on
hole cleaning and observe cuttings transport mechanism,
besides TUDRP, Heriot-Watt University, BP, Southwest
Research, M.I. Drilling Fluids and the Institute of Francais
du Petrole described by Pilehavri et al. [3], JNOC [4], BJ
Services [5], METU [6] and China University of Petroleum
[7] also established flow loops.
Table 1 lists some typical experimental researches on
hole cleaning before 2000 years. The Table indicates fluid
flow rate, mud rheology, inclination, pipe rotation, ROP,
particle size, pipe eccentricity, mud density have a certain
effect on cuttings transport, and multi-factor interactions also
were observed. In addition, the effect of fiber sweep on hole
cleaning was studied by many experiments [8-10].
2.1. The Effects Mud Rheology, Particle Size and
Drillpipe Rotation on Hole Cleaning
As shown in Table 1, the effect of mud rheology, particle
size and drillpipe rotation on cuttings transport may be
dependent on other factors, which leads to the complexity of
observations and may reach some different conclusions.
Therefore, mud rheology [20-24], particle size [20, 21, 23,
25, 26], and drillpipe rotation [6, 24, 27] continued to be
studied.
Li et al. [20] studied the effects of fluid rheology and
particle size on cuttings transport in coiling operations. The
experiments were conducted with a BJ Services'5 inch 20
feet long flow loop. The study on fluid rheology indicates: 1)
2013 Bentham Open
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Table 1.
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Experimental analysis of major parameters on hole cleaning before 2000 years.

Source

Key factor

Li et al. [5]

Fluid flow

Okrajni et al.
[11]
Saasen et al.
[12]

Additional factor Experimental facility

Flow pattern
Mud rheology

Li et al. [5]
Peden et al. [13]
Okrajni et al.
[11]

BJ
Services

The carrying capacity increases dramatically for flow rate larger than critical
cuttings transport velocity.

UTDRP

In laminar flow, higher mud yield values and YP/PV provide better cuttings
transport. Cuttings transport was not affected by mud rheology in turbulent
flow.
Pipe rotation leads to more efficient cuttings transport for gel structure cuttings
bed.

Drillpipe rotation
Inclination

BJ
Services
Heriot-Watt U

Inclination

UTDRP

Brown et al.
[14]
Fluid viscosity and
velocity,
eccentricity, and
hole size

Peden et al.
[13]

Motion manner,
flow rate and
inclination

Hole cleaning is more efficient with a low viscosity fluid in turbulent flow for
horizontal/near horizontal wellbore, or with a high viscosity fluid in laminar
flow for the vertical/near vertical wellbore.
Hole angles between 40° and 60° are the worst angles for transportation of
cuttings for both rolling and in suspension form.
Cuttings are harder to be transported at 45°-55° angle.

BP Research Centre

The poorest removal rates generally occur with angles in the region of 50 to 60
degrees.

Heriot-Watt U

Pipe rotation has a significant effect on the minimum fluid velocity in medium
or highly viscous fluids. MTV was reduced in the +50% eccentricity but there
were no noticeable effects of pipe rotation in -50% eccentricity. In small
annuli, good hole cleaning can be obtained.

Sifferman et al. Drillpipe rotation Inclination, particle
Southwest Research
[15]
size, ROP
Sanchez et al.
[16]

Conclusions

UTDRP

Saasen et al.
[12]

Pressure drop

Li et al. [11]

ROP

BJ
Services

Wang et al.
[17]

Mud density

University of
Petroleum

Pipe rotation has the greatest effect on hole cleaning at inclination near
horizontal, for small cuttings, and low ROP.
Orbital motion can efficiently improve hole cleaning. At 90 degrees and low
flow rates high rotary speed produce the most benefits. Higher rotary speeds
are better in lower inclinations.
Cuttings bed height is reduced when the frictional pressure drop is increased.
Increasing ROP results in the higher bed height for fixed liquid flow rate. For a
given ROP, higher fluid flow rate results in a lower and bed height.
Cuttings bed height and critical cuttings transport velocity decrease with the
increase in mud density.

Bassal [18]

Size from 2 to 7
mm

UTDRP

Smaller cuttings are slightly harder to clean out.

Martins et al.
[19]

Size from 2 to 6
mm

Petrobras

Larger particles are always harder to be transported than smaller ones

Size from 2 to 7
mm

UTDRP

At high rotary speed and with high viscosity mud, the smaller cuttings are
easier to transport.

Peden et al.
[13]

Size from 1.7 to
3.35 mm

Heriot-Watt U

Okrajni et al.
[11]

Inclination

BJ Services

Sanchez et al.
[16]

Wang et al.
[17]

Particle size

Pipe eccentricity

University of
Petroleum

In horizontal sections, Xanvis and HEC polymer based fluids
are more effective than water in terms of carrying capacity
but cannot erode a stationary. 2) For the vertical/near vertical
wellbore, hole cleaning is more efficient if a high viscosity
fluid is pumped in a laminar flow regime rather than a low
viscosity fluid in turbulent flow. 3) Xanvis polymer with a
20lb/1000gal loading has excellent solids carrying capacity
and is efficient for hole cleaning up to 60 degrees. In
addition, for the tested particle size range from 0.15 to 7 mm,
an average size of 0.76 mm poses the greatest difficulty for
solids transport with the water. The conclusion is consistent
with Martins et al. [19] with the Xanvis.

Smaller cuttings were more difficult to transport at all angles of deviation with
low viscosity fluid. While larger cuttings were easier to transport at low angles
(from 0° to 50°) with high viscosity fluid.
Solids transport is affected slightly by eccentricity at low angles, but as the
inclination angle is increased the effect becomes significant in laminar flow.
Cuttings concentration increases as the eccentricity is increased. Pipe
eccentricity makes critical annular velocity increase.

Duan et al. [25] focused on studying three sizes of
cuttings(0.45mm-3.3mm) with TUDRP's 8 inch 100 feet
flow loop. These experiments were conducted with water
and polymeric fluids. The results indicate smaller cuttings is
more difficulty to be removed than larger cuttings when
tested with water. However, when tested with 0.25 ppb PAC
solutions, the smaller cuttings is easier to be transported.
Also, pipe rotation and fluid rehology were the key factors in
controlling small cuttings transport.
In addition, Duan et al. [26] still conducted experiments
to determine the critical resuspension velocity (CRV) and the
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critical deposition velocity (CDV) for 0.45 mm and 1.4 mm
sands in different fluids over a range of bed heights and
inclination. It was reported that depending on sand size and
fluid properties, CDV is approximately two to three times
larger than CRV. Also, water is more effective than lowconcentration polymer solutions for bed erosion, but polymer
solutions are more helpful than water in preventing cuttings
bed formation.

concentrations (0%, 0.05%, 0.1%, and 0.2%, by weight) in
TUDRP 's small indoor flow loop. The results indicate an
increase in fiber concentration improves the hole cleaning
efficiency with high pipe rotation or flow rate. As a greater
amount of fiber were employed, efficiency further decreased,
unless combined with adequate pipe rotation or flow rate.

Ozbayoglu et al. [6] observed specifically the effect of
drillpipe rotation on hole cleaning using a 3 inch 12 feet long
METU's flow loop. It was observed drillpipe rotation has a
significant improvement on cuttings transport, especially
making an orbital motion, and drastically decreases the
critical velocity required to remove stationary cuttings bed
totally. However, drillpipe rotation has no an additional
contribution to hole cleaning after a certain rotation speed.

Besides the above analyzed factors, flow rate, inclination,
critical velocity and other parameters also were investigated
by many experiments [20, 21, 23, 30-32].

In METU's flow loop, Sorgun [24] also analyzed the
effect drillpipe rotation. The result indicates pipe rotation
significantly decrease cuttings bed thickness and critical
fluid velocity required to prevent stationary bed development
for both water and drilling fluids, especially if the pipe is
fully eccentric position. However, after a certain pipe
rotation speed, no additional contribution of pipe rotation is
observed on critical velocity. In addition, for no-rotation and
low rotation case, an increase in mud viscosity decreases
Reynolds Number and the carrying capacity of drilling
fluids, but this effect diminishes as the pipe rotation speed is
increased.
2.2. The Effects of Fiber Sweep on Hole Cleaning
For horizontal and highly deviated sections, using fiber
sweep can be helpful for cleaning the borehole and reducing
cuttings-bed thickness. Some field applications were also
conducted, and made some achievements [28, 29]. However,
the flow behavior, hydraulics, and cuttings-transport
efficiency of fiber sweeps is less known, and some
experiments [8-10] about fiber sweep were conducted.
Valluri et al. [8] investigated the effect of rheology of the
sweep fluid on sweep efficiency under LPAT and elevated
temperature elevated pressure (EPET) conditions. The LPAT
experiments were conducted on an 8 inch 90 feet long
TUDRP's flow loop. The EPET experiments were performed
on a TUDRP's 5.76 inch 73 feet long flow loop. These
studies show in the absence of drillpipe rotation, highviscosity and high-density sweeps were found to be
ineffective in a horizontal configuration, and temperature
could affect the sweep efficiency by changing the
rheological properties of drilling fluid.
Ahmed et al. [9] conducted hole cleaning performance of
a fiber sweep in a 2 inch 12 feet long flow loop. Comparing
the fiber sweep (0.47% Xanthan gum (XG) with 0.04%
synthetic fiber) with the base fluid (0.47%XG) indicates
fiber sweep has better hole cleaning capabilities than the
base fluid in the horizontal configuration. When tests are
conducted in an inclined configuration (68° from vertical),
improvement in the hole cleaning capability of the fluid due
to the addition of fiber is moderate.
Cheung et al. [10] also carried out experiments with
different drillpipe rotation speeds (0 to 90 rpm) and fiber

2.3. The Effects Other Parameters on Hole Cleaning

Ozbayoglu et al. [21] performed extensive experiments to
analyze the effects of major parameters on cuttings transport
efficiency in an 8 inch 100 feet long TUDRP Low-Pressure
Ambient-Temperature (LPAT) flow loop. It was reported
that average annular velocity is the dominating parameter on
hole cleaning, and turbulent flow is the better for preventing
bed development. Also, cuttings properties, fluid density,
inclination and eccentricity have some effects on the cuttings
transport. They [30] still studied the critical velocity with a 4
inch 15 feet long METU flow loop. The results show that the
stationary bed is developed when the flow rate is less than 6
ft/sec, and a critical flow rate of 8 ft/sec is required to
establish a no-bed condition.
Besides the analysis of drillpipe rotation and mud
rheology, Sorgun [24] still studied the fluid velocity, ROP
and inclination. The results show stationary cuttings bed
thickness decreases drastically for all drilling muds as the
fluid velocity increases. After a certain fluid velocity,
stationary bed is removed from the wellbore. Inclination has
a slight effect on cuttings bed thickness inside annulus
between 60° to 90° for all mud systems without pipe
rotation. When the fluid velocity is 0.95 m/s and flow
horizontal annulus, no significant change in cuttings bed
thickness is observed as the rate of penetration is increased.
Kelessidis et al. [31] analyzed the effects of hydraulic
parameters on cuttings transport in a 70 cm 5 m long flow
experimental facility. Experiments were performed with
water and aqueous solutions of Carboxy-Methy1-Cellulose
(CMC). Test results were based on visual observation and on
video and photos taken. They reported the moving bed at
low rate can be eroded with increase in flow rate. At higher
flow rate, but not sufficiently high for full suspension, the
solids don't deposit on the wall but flow in streaks near the
bottom wall of the annulus.
Masuda et al. [32] conducted experiments to determine
the critical cuttings transport velocity with a 5 inch 8 feet
long JNOC's flow loop. The behavior of cuttings at both
steady-state and unsteady-state flow conditions were
recorded by a CCD video camera system. The data
acquisition system, based on a sophisticated image analysis
system, enables the cuttings concentration and cuttings
velocity to be estimated.
3. CFD SIMULATIONS ON HOLE CLEANING
CFD can eliminate the need for expensive laboratory
setups and be used to simulate a unlimited number of
physical and operational conditions in any wellbore. It helps
the researchers get to the root of problems and can provide
enough information that measurements are either difficult or
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Table 2.
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Theoretical models about hole cleaning before 2000 years.

Source

Main goal

Model type

Main factors

Timedependent

Applicability

Gavignet et al.
[41]

Bed height

Pure fluid layer and cuttings bed

Mud rheology, eccentricity,
inclination

No

Deviated wells

Santana et al.
[42]

Bed height

Suspension layer and cuttings bed

Solid-liquid slip

No

High angle and horizontal
wells

Suspension layer and cuttings bed

Diffusion equation

No

Horizontal and near
horizontal wells
Deviated and horizontal
wells

Martins et al.
Cuttings concentration
[43]
Nguyen et al.
[44]

Bed height

Pure fluid layer, mobile cuttings bed and
static cuttings bed

Effective thickness expression

No

Martins [45]

Bed height

Suspension layer and cuttings bed

Gain/loss from crumbling, cavein of wellbore

Yes

Kamp et al.
[46]

Bed height

Suspension layer and cuttings bed

Cuttings settling and resuspension

No

Ford et al.

Extended
reach wells
Highly inclined wells

[47]

Minimum transport
velocity

Cuttings suspension and rolling

Deviated wells

Clark et al.
[48]

Minimum transport
velocity

Settling, lifting and rolling

From vertical to horizontal
wells

Table 3.

Correlations about hole cleaning before 2000 years.

Source

Main goal

Considering factors

Applicability

Larsen et al. [49]

Critical transport fluid velocity

ROP, particle size, inclination, mud rheology and density.

From 55° to 90°

Luo et al. [50]

Critical flow rate

Annular size, eccentricity, Gravitational force, inclination, flow
rate, fluid and cutting properties.

Deviated wells

Wang et al. [14]

Bed height

Pipe rotation, annular velocity, mud density and viscosity,
eccentricity, injected cuttings volume.

impossible to obtain. Since Bilgesu et al used CFD for
cuttings transport, some people [24, 33-38] were trying using
CFD to simulate the effects of different factors on hole
cleaning, and others [39, 40] designed the cuttings bed tool
and analyzed the relevant parameters of the tools.
Bilgesu et al [33, 34] was one of the first researchers to
analyze cuttings transport parameters using CFD. The
simulations show drillpipe rotation can improve the cuttings
transport but the effect is more pronounced for smaller
particle size. Cutting transport efficiency has a decreasing
trend with increase in annular velocity. In addition,
inclination and ROP also have major impacts on cuttings
concentration.
Ali et al. [35] performed the parametric study of CFD on
cuttings transport in horizontal and vertical wells. The
parameters affecting cuttings transport were classified into
four groups, mud weight, cutting size, mud viscosity and
ROP. The simulations show: 1) The best way is to cuttings
transport with a low viscosity fluid in turbulent flow but to
maximize the carrying capacity a high density mud should
be used. 2) An increase in mud flow rate at higher mud
density greatly improves the cuttings transport. 3) Cuttings
transport for small particle size is greatly enhanced when
drilling with high density mud circulated at high flow rate
for the 0.1, 0.175 and 0.275 in. particles. 4) Cuttings
transport increases as viscosity increases. 5) ROP has a
significant effect on cuttings transport at low circulation rate.

Horizontal wells

Mishra [36] used the Eulerian Model in CFD program to
simulate the cuttings transport. The simulations indicate it
becomes harder to remove particles as the inclination
decreases. Larger particles are easier to be removed by
water, and are remarkably affected by increasing flow rate.
The initial flow rate used for horizontal wells lead to
blockage of the annular section in deviated wells. In
addition, drillpipe rotation has the same conclusion with
Bilgesu et al. [33, 34].
Li et al. [37, 38] studied the effect drillpipe rotation on
hole cleaning in horizontal wells with CFD. The physical
model was that 215.9 mm-127 mm annulus, 0.5 eccentricity
and 20 m length. The simulations indicate: 1) Drillpipe
rotation drives fluid and solid circumferential motion. 2)
Helical motion is the main manner for fluid and solid. 3)
Drillpipe rotation not only reduces solid concentration in
annulus, but also makes cuttings accelerate. 4) Particles
distribution are asymmetrical in annulus. 5) Rotation speed
between 80 and 120 rpm has a significant effect on cuttings
bed.
Sun [39] simulated the velocity field, pressure and trace
of fluid for cuttings bed removal tool using CFD. It was
observed V-shape slot can make velocity field helical
distribution and inlet velocity increase by around 100% in a
very short axial distance. Especially, velocity increases the
most at the bottom of the tool, which leads to more efficient
cuttings transport.
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Chen et al. [40] used CFD to analyzed the mechanism of
an effective hydroclean drillpipe (EHCDP) for hole cleaning.
The flow diagrams, velocity field and pressure field of
EHCDP were simulated by examining the effect of a spiral
grooves structure on flow behaviors of the annulus fluid. The
results show fluid can form a vortex cavity near spiral
grooves with EHCDP, and cuttings are transported by the
vortex cavity from low side to up side. In addition, drillpipe
rotation produces the centrifugal force, which makes cuttings
thrown into the up side of annauli.
4. CORRELATIONS
CLEANIG

AND

MODELS

OF

HOLE

Through
experimental
observations
and
CFD
simulations, we can better observe and understand cuttings
transport process. To describe cuttings-transport efficiency
quantitatively, a large number of correlations (Table 3) and
models (Table 2) were developed, and two types of
parameters were used as target variables. The first type
indicates the amount of annular cuttings under a given
drilling condition, and can be calculated by annular cuttings
correlations and models. The second type shows the required
annular velocity to keep a minimum a amount of cuttings in
a well, and can be got from the annular critical velocity
correlations and models.
4.1. The Annular Cuttings Correlations and Models on
Hole Cleaning
The amount of annular cuttings can clearly reflect the
cuttings transport efficiency. In previous studies, equivalent
cuttings bed height [14, 25, 41, 42, 44-46], cuttings
concentration [25, 43], annular bed area [50], and the ratio
between mass of suspended particles and initial mass of
deposited cuttings [27] can be used to depict the amount of
annular cuttings. As shown in Table 2 and Table 3, even
more factors such as mud rheology, cuttings concentration
were considered in some correlations and models,
complexity of cuttings transport leads to the big gap between
theoretic studies and real drilling conditions. Therefore,
steady layer models [51, 55], transient models [32, 56-60],
multi-region models [61, 62], correlations [25, 37, 38, 63]
constantly appeared in the recent years.
According to Nguyen et al. [44] theory, cuttings transport
will be two-layer flow pattern in high flow rate. Based on the
steady state condition, Cho et al. [51] developed two-layer
model neglecting reservoir inflow and outflow. The model
ignored the slip between the solid and liquid, drillpipe
rotation and solid-liquid interaction. It was applied to
identify the effects of fluid flow in porous cuttings-bed and
the differences of relative velocities between cuttings and
carrier fluid on drilling hydraulics in coiling operations.
Considering the similar factors, the model proposed by
Wang et al. [52] can be applied to calculate the cuttings bed
height and pressure drop in different conditions.
As the flow rate is decreased, stationary cuttings bed
begins to appear, and Cho et al. [53] presented three-layer
flow of solid-liquid mixture concept to predict cuttings bed
mechanism in coiling drilling. The model analyzed forces
acting on the each layer, and considered reheology, cuttings
size/sphericity/
concentration,
wellbore
geometry,
eccentricity and flow rate.

29

Considering the wide range of flow rate, cuttings
transport may be fully suspended symmetric flow,
asymmetric flow, moving bed flow, three-layer flow or full
blockage. Kelessidis et al. [54] combined two-layer model
and three-layer model to cover all the flow patterns.
In most cases, vertical section and near vertical section,
transient section and horizontal to near horizontal section
exist together, and cuttings transport is a continuous process
in drilling process. A three-segment hydraulic model
developed by Cho et al. [55] can cover all the sections.
According to the characteristics of cuttings bed, the model
made the well divide into three sections with 30° and 60°.
The two-layer model was applied for transient section, and
the three-layer model was used for the horizontal to near
horizontal section.
The above models were developed based on steady state
condition, and didn't depict the formation of cuttings bed. Li
et al. [56] presented 1D transient cuttings transport model
with conventional drilling fluids. The model considered the
slippage between drilling fluid and cuttings, and could be
used to predict cuttings bed height as a function of drilling
fluid flow rate, rheology, drilling rate wellbore geometry and
drillpipe eccentricity. Besides the slip between solid and
fluid, solid-liquid interaction was considered in the transient
model proposed by Suzana et al. [57]. The model was to
simulate the cuttings bed height, pressure, cuttings
concentration and ECD over the whole trajectory of the well.
Based on Martins et al. model [45], Wang et al. [58]
introduced the diffusion equation into the two-layer timedependent model. Later, they [59] made the cuttings bed
divided into mobile and stationary cuttings bed. In addition,
drillpipe rotation was used to modified the suspension layer
velocity, and cuttings transport in the form of suspension,
rolling, slipping, or all these forms together was considered.
The dynamics thickness of cuttings bed can be predicted by
measured ECD, giving a guideline to cuttings bed monitor
and control for ERW drilling, and which has been
successfully used in oil field of South China Sea.
The transient model proposed by Doan et al. [60] can
simulate the cuttings transport of an annulus of arbitrary
eccentricity and include cuttings deposition and
resuspension, formation, and movement of cuttings bed. The
interaction between fluid phase and solid phase in suspended
layer, and interaction between cuttings bed and suspended
layer were incorporated.
Besides layer models, the two-region system composed
of a fluid bed and a stationary bed was introduced by
Espinosa-Paredes et al. [61], and the averaging method was
used to analyze it. The averaging pressure drop and
averaging velocity were solved numerically by using the
finite-difference technique in the implicit scheme, and the
results agree well with experimental data. Salazar-Mendoza
[62] considered at the bottom of the horizontal pipe a region
made with a stationary cuttings bed based on EspinosaParedes et al. [61] model, and developed three-region system
for cuttings transport. However, the two models is difficulty
to be solved for cuttings bed height or cuttings
concentrations.
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4.2. The Annular Critical Velocity Correlations and
Models on Hole Cleaning
To assure the safe and efficient drilling, the reasonable
choose of flow rate and accurate prediction of critical
velocity are very important. In the studies, besides critical
transport fluid velocity (CTFV), critical flow rate (CFR), and
minimum transport velocity (MTV) in Table 2 and Table 3,
CRV, CDV and minimum flow rate are also used to depict
the critical velocity. All of these names show the same
condition which is defined as the minimum average annular
fluid velocity to prevent the formation of cuttings bed.
Zhao et al. [64] studied on the critical velocity for
particle incipient motion considering the randomness of
particle location. A random variable of dimensionless
submergence was introduced to denote the location
randomness, and the critical correlation was built by means
of moment equilibrium analysis. The results of the
correlation have a good agreement with the experimental
data for the particle with diameter range from 0.001mm to
10mm.
Duan et al. [26] developed a mechanistic to predict CRV
for a solid bed. The model accounts for drillpipe eccentricity
in any direction in an annulus, and is consistent with
experimental observations. In addition, existing CDV
correlations developed for larger cuttings were verified by
experimental data, and the differences are approximately
25%.
Ozbayoglu et al. [63] conducted extensive experiments to
develop the empirical correlation for calculating estimate the
critical velocity to prevent development of a cuttings bed.
The inclination, ROP, annular size, mud viscosity and
density were considered. But the correlation is only suitable
for fully eccentricity and no drillpipe rotation.
Mohammadsalehi et al. [65] combined Larsen model
[49] and Moore's correlation, and developed the correlation
of the minimum flow rate for all range of inclination namely
from 0° to 90°. The results show behavior of flow rate
selection varies by well inclination. Within the range of 0° to
55°, as the rheological of drilling fluid goes higher the valve
for required flow rate decreases, and the major acting on
cuttings can be overcome by increase fluid carrying capacity.
Within high inclination intervals, lower rheological
properties of drilling fluid is more desirable and produce
better hole cleaning effects.
5. FUTURE RESEARCHES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1. Improving Flow Loops
Even though many flow loops have been established in
the past several decades, most of these flow loops can not
depict the real cuttings transport under downhole conditions,
such as formation fluid influx, wellbore collapse and the
change of annular temperature. Meanwhile, these facilities
only can measure cuttings bed height or area and pressure,
and can't record velocity field and concentration distribution
of particle, which leads to the bad accuracy of some
coefficients referred by mechanistic models and affects the
accuracy of mechanistic models. Ideally, CCD video camera
system [27, 32] is introduced into flow loops to record the
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velocity profile, cross-sectional distribution and average
velocity of cuttings. Also, a more real annular tested section
should be considered to accord with the different downhole
conditions.
5.2. Improving Mechanistic Models
There seems to be two main reasons for a low accuracy
of most of mechanistic models. First, researchers used the
same methodology for different physical phenomena that
occur under different conditions. The other problem is to
apply the improper concepts, simplify too many assumptions
or neglect certain observed phenomena [53]. When drillpipe
is rotating and cuttings bed is thin, cuttings bed distribution
is different from the existing model [66]. Therefore, a new
theory or method will be introduced into mechanistic model.
In addition, different rheology of fluid, particle shape,
cuttings bed concentration and other parameters will be
gradually considered, and some high-accuracy coefficients
can be obtained from the advanced flow loop.
5.3. Developing Cuttings Bed Removal Tool
Over the years, chemical method involve addition of
drilling-fluid addictives, such as viscosities and weighting
agents, but these methods are inefficient in completely
preventing the formation of the cuttings bed. Meanwhile,
these methods affects the characteristic of drilling fluid,
especially for high-temperature high-pressure wells, which
may cause drilling accident. Compared with these methods,
cuttings bed removal tool has two advantages of no effect on
the characteristic of drilling fluid and ease of use. Different
type of tools [1, 39, 40, 67, 68] have been studied over
several decades, and VAM Drilling [69] has released two
generation products and conducted commercial applications.
However, how to realize that cuttings bed is removed and the
frictional resistance is reduced is still a difficulty challenge.
5.4. Building Hole Cleaning Monitoring System
In order to better deal with the hole cleaning problems in
complex structural wells, the monitoring system can be built.
The system should be composed of data collecting system,
data processing system and measure prompting system. Data
collecting system uses advanced instruments to rapidly
collect the available data such as rotary speed of drillpipe,
annular fluid flow rate, drillpipe friction and ECD.
Subsequently, the system can obtain the real-time hole
cleaning conditions and related downhole safety problems by
processing these data. Meanwhile, the next-time hole
cleaning conditions are also predicted to make a high-speed
decision whether measures are taken to prevent downhole
accidents. Martins et al. [70] make such an attempt, but
much more work is needed to built a comprehensive
monitoring system.
5.5. Recommendations
Based on extensive studies of cuttings transport and field
experiences, the following suggestions are recommended to
achieve better hole cleaning and cuttings transport.
(1) Hole cleaning problem should be integrated into
hydraulics design before drilling.
(2) Critical inclination is avoided in the well path design if
possible [3].
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(3) If possible, top drive rigs and drilling fluid continuous
circulation system can be used to keep drillpipe rotation
and drilling fluid circulation while tripping.
(4) High flow rate, good mud rehology and cuttings bed
removal tool can be used together. If there is poor hole
cleaning, the double pump is applied to erode cuttings
bed with low viscosity fluid.
(5) Low viscosity drilling fluids for loose formation drilling
and polymeric drilling fluids for hard formation drilling
can realize efficient cuttings transport.
(6) When adjusting drilling fluid performance, annular flow
should be considered.
(7) Solids control system will continue working to keep
lower solid concentration and sand content.
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